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Preparing for Life and Career © 2013 
Chapter 7: Being a Responsible Consumer—Interactive Quiz Questions

					  1. Shopping online is referred to as 					.

A. E-commerce
B. T-commerce
C. M-commerce
D. O-commerce

					  2. Making unplanned or spur-of-the-moment purchases is called 					.

A. comparison shopping
B. impulse buying
C. consumerism
D. smart shopping

					  3. All of the following are consumer responsibilities except 					.

A. becoming an informed consumer
B. expressing likes and dislikes
C. taking action to have a wrong corrected
D. purchasing goods through T-commerce

					  4. To correct something that is wrong means to 					.

A. complain
B. criticize
C. redress
D. endorse

					  5. All of the following should be included in a complaint letter except 					.

A. your address
B. the receipt
C. the problem and action necessary to solve the problem
D. a negative tone

					  6. A 					 resource has formed very slowly and is limited in supply.

A. natural
B. manufactured
C. nonrenewable
D. renewable

					  7. The process of how plants turn carbon dioxide into oxygen is called 					.

A. photosynthesis
B. the greenhouse effect
C. climate change
D. fossil fuel
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					  8. All of the following are ways to conserve energy and reduce pollution except 					.

A. securely shut doors and windows when the heat or air conditioning is on
B. shut off water faucets completely and fix any drips or leaks
C. use paper and foam plates instead of dishes
D. maintain and repair durable products instead of discarding and buying new ones

					  9. Power that is generated through the force of falling or flowing water is called _____.

A. composting
B. fossil fuel
C. geothermal energy
D. hydroelectricity

					  10. Using mass transit is an example of 					.

A. composting
B. using energy efficiently
C. wind energy
D. geothermal energy


